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Tudor Empire Dec 30 2023 This book recasts one of the most well-studied and popularly-beloved eras in
history: the tumultuous span from the 1485 accession of Henry VII to the 1603 death of Elizabeth I. Though
many have gravitated toward this period for its high drama and national importance, the book offers a new
narrative by focusing on another facet of the British past that has exercised an equally powerful grip on
audiences: imperialism. It argues that the sixteenth century was pivotal to the making of both Britain and
the British Empire. Unearthing over a century of theorizing about and probing into the world beyond
England’s borders, Tudor Empire shows that foreign enterprise at once mirrored, responded to, and
provoked domestic politics and culture, while decisively shaping the Atlantic World. Demonstrating that
territorial expansion abroad and national consolidation and identity formation at home were concurrent,
intertwined, and mutually reinforcing, the author examines some of the earliest ventures undertaken by the
crown and its subjects in France, Scotland, Ireland, and the Americas. Tudor Empire is a thought-
provoking, essential read for those interested in the Tudors and the British Empire that they helped create.
Lives of the Tudor Age, 1485-1603 Apr 21 2023
Tudor England Nov 04 2021 A compelling, authoritative account of the brilliant, conflicted, visionary world
of Tudor England When Henry VII landed in a secluded bay in a far corner of Wales, it seemed
inconceivable that this outsider could ever be king of England. Yet he and his descendants became some of
England’s most unforgettable rulers, and gave their name to an age. The story of the Tudor monarchs is as
astounding as it was unexpected, but it was not the only one unfolding between 1485 and 1603. In cities,
towns, and villages, families and communities lived their lives through times of great upheaval. In this
comprehensive new history, Lucy Wooding lets their voices speak, exploring not just how monarchs ruled
but also how men and women thought, wrote, lived, and died. We see a monarchy under strain, religion in
crisis, a population contending with war, rebellion, plague, and poverty. Remarkable in its range and depth,
Tudor England explores the many tensions of these turbulent years and presents a markedly different
picture from the one we thought we knew.
Jane Seymour May 11 2022 The first ever biography of Jane Seymour, Henry VIII's third wife, who died in
childbirth giving the king what he craved most - a son and heir.
A Chronicle of England During the Reigns of the Tudors, from A.D. 1485 to 1559 Jul 01 2021
The Plantagenet Chronicles May 23 2023 Examines the reigns of Henry II, Richard I, and King John, and
discusses the Magna Carta, the Crusades, and life in twelfth-century England.
Tudor Apr 29 2021 The Tudors are England's most dramatic royal family-Henry VIII notoriously divorced
his queen and broke with the church of Rome, and Elizabeth I became the greatest English queen in
history. But they are a dynasty still more extraordinary than the one we thought we knew. In an epic
narrative sweeping from 1437 to the first decade of the seventeenth century, Tudor traces the rise and rule
of the dynasty. Brutal political instability dominated England, and Leanda de Lisle reveals the personalities,
passions, and obsessions of the men and women at its epicenter. This groundbreaking story opens at the
unlikely beginning of the Tudor dynasty-with Owen Tudor, a handsome Welsh commoner who, with a
pirouette and a trip, landed squarely in the lap of the English Monarchy. The struggle of Owen's grandson
Henry VII and his heirs to secure the line of succession-and the hopes, loves, and losses of the claimants-are
the focus of this book. The universal appeal of the Tudors also lies in the family stories: of a mother's love
for her son, of the husband who kills his wives, of siblings who betray one another, of reckless love affairs,
of rival cousins, of an old spinster whose heirs hope to hurry her to her end. Thrilling to read and bristling
with religious and political intrigue, Tudor tells the true story behind the myths, throwing a fresh, new light
on this perennially fascinating era.
The Tudors and the Reformation, 1485-1603 Jan 31 2024 This history of the Tudor dynasty offers a fresh
perspective on one of England's most fascinating periods. Covering the years from the accession of Henry
VII to the death of Elizabeth I, it examines the ways in which the country's political and religious landscape

changed during this time, and sheds new light on key figures such as Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth. This
work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the "public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
Bibliography of British History, 1485-: Read, Conyers. Tudor period, 1485-1603 Aug 26 2023
The Tudor Chronicles May 03 2024 A lavish, large-format illustrated chronicle of the golden age of English
history. The Tudor Chronicles is a compelling, year-by-year chronology of this tumultuous and critical
period in the development of the modern English nation.
The Oxford Handbook of Tudor Literature Nov 28 2023 This is the first major collection of essays to
look at the literature of the entire Tudor period, from the reign of Henry VII to death of Elizabeth I. It pays
particularly attention to the years before 1580. Those decades saw, amongst other things, the
establishment of print culture and growth of a reading public; the various phases of the English
Reformation and process of political centralization that enabled and accompanied them; the increasing
emulation of Continental and classical literatures under the influence of humanism; the self-conscious
emergence of English as a literary language and determined creation of a native literary canon; the
beginnings of English empire and the consolidation of a sense of nationhood. However, study of Tudor
literature prior to 1580 is not only of worth as a context, or foundation, for an Elizabethan 'golden age'. As
this much-needed volume will show, it is also of artistic, intellectual, and cultural merit in its own right.
Written by experts from Europe, North America, and the United Kingdom, the forty-five chapters in The
Oxford Handbook to Tudor Literature recover some of the distinctive voices of sixteenth-century writing, its
energy, variety, and inventiveness. As well as essays on well-known writers, such as Philip Sidney or
Thomas Wyatt, the volume contains the first extensive treatment in print of some of the Tudor era's most
original voices.
Grafton's Chronicle Apr 09 2022
The Life of Elizabeth I Feb 25 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An intimate, captivating portrait of
Queen Elizabeth I that brings the enigmatic ruler to vivid life, from acclaimed biographer Alison Weir “An
extraordinary piece of historical scholarship.”—The Cleveland Plain Dealer Perhaps the most influential
sovereign England has ever known, Queen Elizabeth I remained an extremely private person throughout
her reign, keeping her own counsel and sharing secrets with no one—not even her closest, most trusted
advisers. Now, in this brilliantly researched, fascinating chronicle, Alison Weir shares provocative new
interpretations and fresh insights on this enigmatic figure. Against a lavish backdrop of pageantry and
passion, intrigue and war, Weir dispels the myths surrounding Elizabeth I and examines the contradictions
of her character. Elizabeth I loved the Earl of Leicester, but did she conspire to murder his wife? She called
herself the Virgin Queen, but how chaste was she through dozens of liaisons? She never married—was her
choice to remain single tied to the chilling fate of her mother, Anne Boleyn? An enthralling epic, The Life of
Elizabeth I is a mesmerizing, stunning chronicle of a trailblazing monarch.
Monarch's Gambit Mar 28 2021 Monarch's Gambit: Tudors versus Spain By: Constance M Knepp-Holt
Monarch's Gambit is a detailed account of the behind-the-scenes events that surrounded and fueled the
123-year "chess game" between Spain and the Tudor dynasty. As this work thoroughly demonstrates, these
events did not just affect the key players of the monarchs but also filtered down to the commoners, and
even crossed oceans.
Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland Dec 06 2021



Henry VII Sep 02 2021 "Henry ruled over a splendid court never stinting expense. His greatest sorrow was
the premature death of his son Prince Arthur and after his wife Elizabeth's death (1503) Henry's character
deteriorated. He became mean and niggardly. Succeeding to an impoverished kingdom, his ambition was to
make England important in the Europe of the time and in that he succeeded, leaving a prosperous kingdom
to Henry VIII."--BOOK JACKET.
The Tudors Jun 11 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • For the first time in decades comes a fresh look
at the fabled Tudor dynasty, comprising some of the most enigmatic figures ever to rule a country. “A
thoroughly readable and often compelling narrative . . . Five centuries have not diminished the appetite for
all things Tudor.”—Associated Press In 1485, young Henry Tudor, whose claim to the throne was so weak
as to be almost laughable, crossed the English Channel from France at the head of a ragtag little army and
took the crown from the family that had ruled England for almost four hundred years. Half a century later
his son, Henry VIII, desperate to rid himself of his first wife in order to marry a second, launched a reign of
terror aimed at taking powers no previous monarch had even dreamed of possessing. In the process he
plunged his kingdom into generations of division and disorder, creating a legacy of blood and betrayal that
would blight the lives of his children and the destiny of his country. The boy king Edward VI, a fervent
believer in reforming the English church, died before bringing to fruition his dream of a second English
Reformation. Mary I, the disgraced daughter of Catherine of Aragon, tried and failed to reestablish the
Catholic Church and produce an heir. And finally came Elizabeth I, who devoted her life to creating an
image of herself as Gloriana the Virgin Queen but, behind that mask, sacrificed all chance of personal
happiness in order to survive. The Tudors weaves together all the sinners and saints, the tragedies and
triumphs, the high dreams and dark crimes, that reveal the Tudor era to be, in its enthralling, notorious
truth, as momentous and as fascinating as the fictions audiences have come to love. Praise for The Tudors
“A rich and vibrant tapestry.”—The Star-Ledger “A thoroughly readable and often compelling narrative . . .
Five centuries have not diminished the appetite for all things Tudor.”—Associated Press “Energetic and
comprehensive . . . [a] sweeping history of the gloriously infamous Tudor era . . . Unlike the somewhat
ponderous British biographies of the Henrys, Elizabeths, and Boleyns that seem to pop up perennially, The
Tudors displays flashy, fresh irreverence [and cuts] to the quick of the action.”—Kirkus Reviews “[A]
cheeky, nuanced, and authoritative perspective . . . brims with enriching background
discussions.”—Publishers Weekly “[A] lively new history.”—Bloomberg
The Tudor chronicles : [1485 - 1603] Jun 04 2024 Om de engelske regenter af Huset Tudor: Henrik VII,
Henrik VIII, Edward VI, Mary I og Elizabeth I.
English Fictions of Communal Identity, 1485–1603 Mar 09 2022 Challenging a long-standing trend that
sees the Renaissance as the end of communal identity and constitutive group affiliation, author Joshua
Phillips explores the perseverance of such affiliation throughout Tudor culture. Focusing on prose fiction
from Malory's Morte Darthur through the works of Sir Philip Sidney and Thomas Nashe, this study explores
the concept of collective agency and the extensive impact it had on English Renaissance culture. In contrast
to studies devoted to the myth of early modern individuation, English Fictions of Communal Identity,
1485-1603 pays special attention to primary communities-monastic orders, printing house concerns,
literary circles, and neighborhoods-that continued to generate a collective sense of identity. Ultimately,
Phillips offers a new way of theorizing the relation between collaboration and identity. In terms of literary
history, this study elucidates a significant aspect of novelistic discourse, even as it accounts for the
institutional disregard of often brilliant works of early modern fiction.
London and the Reformation Dec 18 2022 London and the Reformation (1989) was the first book by Susan
Brigden (later to win the prestigious Wolfson Prize for her Thomas Wyatt: The Heart's Forest). It tells of
London's sixteenth-century transformation by a new faith that was both fervently evangelised and fiercely
resisted, as a succession of governments and monarchs - Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary - vied for
control. London's disproportionate size and wealth, its mix of social forces and high politics, and the
strength of its religious sectors made the capital a key factor in the reception of the English Reformation.
Brigden draws upon rich archival sources to examine how these religious dilemmas were confronted. 'A
tour de force of historical narrative... which can be read with both pleasure and profit by scholars and non-
scholars alike.' Times Literary Supplement 'Magisterial... richly detailed... teeming with the vivid street

language of the sixteenth century.' London Review of Books
Tudor Oct 04 2021 Sunday Times bestseller A Telegraph Book of the Year A History Today Book of the
Year A BBC History Magazine Book of the Year The Tudors are a national obsession; they are our most
notorious family in history. But beyond the well-worn headlines is a family still more extraordinary than the
one we thought we knew. The Tudor canon typically starts with the Battle of Bosworth in 1485, before
speeding on to Henry VIII and the Reformation. But this leaves out the family's obscure Welsh origins; it
passes by the courage of the pregnant thirteen-year-old girl who would help found the Tudor dynasty; and
the childhood and painful exile of her son, the future Henry VII. It ignores the fact that the Tudors were
shaped by their past - those parts they wished to remember and those they wished to forget. With this
background, Leanda de Lisle enables us to see the Tudors in their own terms and presents new
perspectives and revelations on key figures and events, from the princes in the Tower to the Tudor Queens.
Tudor tells a family story like no other.
The Tudor Secret Mar 21 2023 The era of the Tudors was one of danger, intrigue, conspiracy, and, above
all, spies. Summer 1553: A time of danger and deceit. Brendan Prescott, an orphan, is reared in the
household of the powerful Dudley family. Brought to court, Prescott finds himself sent on an illicit mission
to the king's brilliant but enigmatic sister, Princess Elizabeth. But Brendan is soon compelled to work as a
double agent by Elizabeth's protector, William Cecil, who promises in exchange to help him unravel the
secret of his own mysterious past. A dark plot swirls around Elizabeth's quest to unravel the truth about the
ominous disappearance of her seriously ill brother, King Edward VI. With only a bold stable boy and an
audacious lady-in-waiting at his side, Brendan plunges into a ruthless gambit of half-truths, lies, and
murder. Filled with the intrigue and pageantry of Tudor England, C. W. Gortner's The Tudor Secret is the
first book in The Elizabeth I Spymaster Chronicles.
The Tudors on Film and Television Nov 16 2022 With its mix of family drama, sex and violence, Britain's
Tudor dynasty (1485-1603) has long excited the interest of filmmakers and moviegoers. Since the birth of
movie-making technology, the lives and times of kings Henry VII, Henry VIII, and Edward VI and queens
Mary I, Jane Grey and Elizabeth I have remained popular cinematic themes. From 1895's The Execution of
Mary Stuart to 2011's Anonymous, this comprehensive filmography chronicles every known movie about
the Tudor era, including feature films; made-for-television films, mini-series, and series; documentaries;
animated films; and shorts. From royal biographies to period pieces to modern movies with flashbacks or
time travel, this work reveals how these films both convey the attitudes of Tudor times and reflect the era
in which they were made.
A Chronicle of England During the Reigns of the Tudors, from A.D. 1485 to 1559 Sep 14 2022
The Sixteenth Century, 1485-1603 Oct 28 2023 This volume explores the transformation of the British
Isles in the sixteenth century. England was an effectively governed monarchy, but its authority was not
easily enforced beyond the more developed south-east and midlands and it was exerised indirectly in Wales
and Ireland, while Scotlandwas an independent monarchy. In Europe, England was significant trading
partner, but its language unknown. By the early seventeenth century, the London-based English
government had extended its effective authority over the North and Wales, Ireland was subjugated and
colonised, and the English andScottish crowns united. The established churches of the British Isles had
broken away from the Roman Catholic Europe and were now national, royal, and protestant. With the
English Bible and Shakespeare, English had reached the maturity of a potential world language, while the
British peoples, nowprotestant, stood poised on the edge of global expansion.
Chronicles of the Tudor Queens Oct 16 2022 Recreating the dramatic events and personalities of Mary
and Elizabeth's reigns, this book uses the words of their contemporaries as witnesses to an extraordinary
period of history in the making.
The Tudors on Film and Television Feb 17 2023 With its mix of family drama, sex and violence, Britain's
Tudor dynasty (1485-1603) has long excited the interest of filmmakers and moviegoers. Since the birth of
movie-making technology, the lives and times of kings Henry VII, Henry VIII, and Edward VI and queens
Mary I, Jane Grey and Elizabeth I have remained popular cinematic themes. From 1895's The Execution of
Mary Stuart to 2011's Anonymous, this comprehensive filmography chronicles every known movie about
the Tudor era, including feature films; made-for-television films, mini-series, and series; documentaries;



animated films; and shorts. From royal biographies to period pieces to modern movies with flashbacks or
time travel, this work reveals how these films both convey the attitudes of Tudor times and reflect the era
in which they were made.
England under the Tudors Jan 07 2022 DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "England
under the Tudors" by Arthur D. Innes. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format.
The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.
The Tudor Century, 1485-1603 Apr 02 2024 Surveys the main political events of the period in their
wider context of thought, life, literature and economics.
English History Illustrated from Original Sources, 1485-1603 Mar 01 2024
The Tudors Jul 25 2023
Elizabeth I and Her Circle Jul 13 2022 The inside story of Elizabeth I's inner circle and the crucial human
relationships which lay at the heart of her personal and political life. It is a vivid and often dramatic
account, offering a deeper insight into Elizabeth's emotional and political conduct, and challenging many
popular myths about her.
A Chronicle of England, B.C. 55-A.D. 1485 Jan 19 2023
A Chronicle of England During the Reigns of the Tudors from A.D. 1485 to 1559. Ed. from a
Manuscript in the Possession of Henry H. M. Percy Feb 05 2022
New Chronicles of England and France Aug 02 2021
A Summarie of the Chronicles of England, Diligently Collected, Abridged, and Continued Unto
this Present Yeare of Christ, 1604 Sep 26 2023 Offers a narrative history of England from the earliest
time to the reign of James I, who succeeded Elizabeth in 1603.
The Chronicle Of Calais In The Reigns Of Henry Vii And Henry Viii To The Year 1540 May 30 2021 This
book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to literature. This
forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have
represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was originally first published. Hence any
marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
Elizabeth and Mary Aug 14 2022 "Superb.... A perceptive, suspenseful account." --The New York Times
Book Review "Dunn demythologizes Elizabeth and Mary. In humanizing their dynamic and shifting
relationship, Dunn describes it as fueled by both rivalry and their natural solidarity as women in an
overwhelmingly masculine world." --Boston Herald The political and religious conflicts between Queen
Elizabeth I and the doomed Mary, Queen of Scots, have for centuries captured our imagination and inspired
memorable dramas played out on stage, screen, and in opera. But few books have brought to life more
vividly the exquisite texture of two women’s rivalry, spurred on by the ambitions and machinations of the
forceful men who surrounded them. The drama has terrific resonance even now as women continue to
struggle in their bid for executive power. Against the backdrop of sixteenth-century England, Scotland, and
France, Dunn paints portraits of a pair of protagonists whose formidable strengths were placed in
relentless opposition. Protestant Elizabeth, the bastard daughter of Anne Boleyn, whose legitimacy had to
be vouchsafed by legal means, glowed with executive ability and a visionary energy as bright as her red
hair. Mary, the Catholic successor whom England’s rivals wished to see on the throne, was charming,
feminine, and deeply persuasive. That two such women, queens in their own right, should have been
contemporaries and neighbours sets in motion a joint biography of rare spark and page-turning power.
The Oxford Handbook of Tudor Literature: 1485-1603 Jun 23 2023 This is the first major collection of
essays to look at the literature of the entire Tudor period, from the reign of Henry VII to death of Elizabeth
I. It pays particularly attention to the years before 1580. Those decades saw, amongst other things, the
establishment of print culture and growth of a reading public; the various phases of the English
Reformation and process of political centralization that enabled and accompanied them; the increasing
emulation of Continental and classical literatures under the influence of humanism; the self-conscious
emergence of English as a literary language and determined creation of a native literary canon; the
beginnings of English empire and the consolidation of a sense of nationhood. However, study of Tudor

literature prior to 1580 is not only of worth as a context, or foundation, for an Elizabethan 'golden age'. As
this much-needed volume will show, it is also of artistic, intellectual, and cultural merit in its own right.
Written by experts from Europe, North America, and the United Kingdom, the forty-five chapters in The
Oxford Handbook to Tudor Literature recover some of the distinctive voices of sixteenth-century writing, its
energy, variety, and inventiveness. As well as essays on well-known writers, such as Philip Sidney or
Thomas Wyatt, the volume contains the first extensive treatment in print of some of the Tudor era's most
original voices.
Readers' Guide Jan 24 2021
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